The San Francisco Department of Public Health Community Health Education Section is doing a joint Injury Prevention training project together with the San Francisco Injury Center at SFGH, funded by the California Kids’ Plates Initiative.

California Kids’ Plates is a statewide program which funds child injury and child abuse prevention, and regulation of childcare services. It provides local assistance grants to injury prevention organizations to help keep kids safe. Funding comes from the sale of specialty license plates that include symbols and let drivers make their own statement.

Buy a license plate that lets the world know you’re a ⭐. For the first time, a new specialty license plate lets you use any one of four symbols ❤️, ⭐️, 🧑, or 👨 to create a message. Tell the world how great your husband, wife, son or daughter is. Trumpet your skill at your job or hobby. Tell the world whom, or what, you ❤️. Use your car or truck to make a personal statement.

You can visit www.kidsplates.org and follow the prompts. You can check to see if your plate is available and purchase your Kids’ Plate online with your credit card.

Brochures are available in the Lunchroom at 101 Grove, 4th Floor, at 30 Van Ness, Suite 2300, or contact Michael Radetsky by email or at 581-2418.